
Fast backups 
are good. 
Fast recovery 
is better.
Welcome to 1-click 
Instant Recovery

1-Click Instant Recovery



Who is Quorum?
Quorum’s unified data protection platform delivers 
instant recovery, offsite replication for all of your 
servers, data, and applications.

Quorum’s onQ technology is built to instantly recover 
all of your systems in just minutes. You can deploy 
onQ with Quorum’s purpose-built appliances or on 
your own hardware. Your onQ protection will protect 
physical, virtual, and any connected data. onQ will 
replicate your entire data center  
and provide instant recovery offsite.

Quorum simplifies data protection by focusing entirely 
on a solution designed to easily protect your data.  

Our management interface is entirely web based—
NO more software to install. Our backup scheduling 
is drop dead simple; just tell us your RTO and RPO 
requirements and onQ does the rest. We backup your 
servers using incremental forever—no more time-
consuming full backups to manage or replicate.

We deduplicate your data in two places: once at the 
time of a server backup and then a global deduplication 
before replicating to the DR. This means backups are 
fast – and as frequent as you need. DR replication is 
highly efficient, ensuring that your local data center and 
DR are always in sync.

We offer the power of 1

1 company to protect ALL of your data assets, whether they are in-house 
physical or virtual—or if you have public cloud resources. Our single solution will 
protect you against downtime, data corruption, or Ransomware—regardless of 
the outage, Quorum’s onQ can recover.

1 vendor to manage all offsite protection. With Quorum’s cloud DRaaS solution, 
you can deploy an enterprise-grade business continuity solution with the 
simplicity of a mid-market solution.

1 person to call when you need help. Comprehensive US-based support 
comes with any onQ deployment. We are the single vendor to call if you need 
assistance when protecting your environment. Our team is here to make sure 
you get the most out of your investment.



You NEED Quorum Because:
OnQ will keep your systems online and available—regardless of the severity of the outage.

It’s Simple—to use and mange. Failover is instant, and it’s done with a single click. No other vendor 
can claim that level of simplicity or efficiency.

It Works—Our technology was born out of a need to keep missile tracking systems in-sync for the 
military. It simply HAS to work—no excuses allowed. Our customers tell us they’ve never had such 
fast recovery and consistent uptime.
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Toll Free: +1-877-997-8678 
Phone: +1-408-708-4500

US Sales: learnmore@quorum.net 
Support: support@quorum.net 
UK/EMEA/APAC: uksales@quorum.net

2890 Zanker Road 
San Jose, CA 95134
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